CHRISTIAN FASTING Mk. 2,18-22
In an earlier article l we considered the question of fasting as it Ci~:
found in Mt. 6, 16-18, and found that far from rejecting the practiq~~i
Matthew deals with it as part of a re-evaluation of certain Jewish;
pious activities in the light of the new Christian reality. We now cOllle,
to deal with the question about fasting as it is found in Mt. 9, 14.,.17 ari.a:!
'
parallels Mk. 2, 18-22 and LIc. 5, 33-39.
As it is found in Mark, the section is clearly a pronouncement'
story, or "a short narrative in which everything is subordinated td:
the desire to give a saying ofJesus which was of interest or importan:c~ '
to the earliest Christian communities." 2 The distinctive feature i9~
these stories is that they are popular in origin rather than personal '
narratives communicated by eye-witnesses. In other words, the~~)
stories as we have them are rooted in the oral traditions about Jesus !
which were handed down within the early community. Since the .
main preoccupation was to preserve and pass on a central saying, aA~'
elements which were not part of this core and essential to it, wete,'
subject to a great deal of development in the course of transrnissio llr.:'1
Thus Lightfoot notes that "the majority of the stories in St. Mar.!<i!
contain as their chief and usually central feature a notable saying
the Lord, and it is worthy of note that St. Matthew and St. Lukg~,~
although in their use of Markan material of this kind they are apttO~
treat the introductions and conclusions of the sections with considerable
freedom, usually they follow Mark closely in the central feature" l~ .~
This particular pronouncement story falls clearly into position as "
part of the section Mk. 2, 1-3, 6. According to Albertz'" the secti?n ,
consists of a number of conflict stories, the purpose of which is I
show the need for Jesus' death by means of a consideration of
opposition he encounters during his ministry. The stories are not at~lll
concrete in setting, the questioners being usually anonymous, or tbe
typical Pharisees. Daube 5 describes them as the direct dramaHf ~
presentation of revolutionary action, an action which provokes :a
protest and which leads to the ultimate silencing of the remonstran~. '
By placing a revolutionary action at the beginning of the conflict story;~
emphasis is placed on the novel, startling nature of the kingdom
God. The action itself is invariably one performed on a single, defmit~ ~
occasion: "the general ideas first become reality in, and will alwayf l
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~t~ceive their ultimate sanction from deeds done by Jesus and his
;r*llowers at particular moments of their activity". Further, the action
,iP-V'olved is always an action in the narrow sense, never a statement.
~'l'he middle part of the form, the protest, sometimes consists in a direct
I;tCcusation, and sometimes in a challenge to justify the objectionable
i't()nduct. In both cases the objectors assume that Jesus and his followers
\pught to behave as they themselves behave: it is because they are
' j~dged to belong to the same camp as the remonstrants that their
"f.onduct appears revolutionary. Finally, Jesus justifies his conduct by
i: gdducing a piece of teaching-the pronouncement-which his
,8pponents recognise as valid, and thus brings about their defeat on
;itheir own ground.
':ci\Jt can readily be seen how well our section falls into this conflict
story pattern. The revolutionary action is the fact that the disciples of
J~sus do not fast as do other pious groups in Judaism, the disciples of
John and those of the Pharisees. The question posed is not a general
,§ne "Do you think your disciples should fast or nod', but the partiEular "these others are fasting, why do your disciples not fastr" It is
.~.•. particular action which is in question, that of fasting or not fasting
211 a particular occasion. The protest on this occasion is a challenge to
, $icplain the . behaviour of the ·disciples, who are considered to come
':)1nder the same canons of conduct as those whose action is brought
,;6[ward as their reproach. Finally, the action is justified by the statement
~~hat the companions of the bridgroom cannot fast while the bridgroom
·iswith them.
~! There can therefore be no doubt that our text belongs to this
p~rticular form of gospel pronouncement, the conflict story. What
0$§nsequences does this conclusion involve for our understanding
.of the text? Albertz holds that the core of the conflict tradition must ·
:',~e accepted in all cases as historically reliable. This is the more clear
~~hen we consider, as Lightfoot points out, that the conflict stories
[!.~re also gospel stories for each contains some great saying of the Lord
~~hich has a vital bearing on the content of the gospel message. 1
itf17hus, having considered the particular literary form of the pericope,
.~t seems clear enough that while the introductory or concluding
;:.ylements may have been formed for such reasons as their catechetical
;!. ~1' liturgical value during the process of the transmission of the central
. s~ying, the saying itself is of assured value, and may be considen~d
i'~b have the very minimum of additions arising out of its tradition
' or redaction.
lOp. cit. p. 29.
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In this particular case, however, there is a further difficulty. Th~
precise exte~lt of t~is "c~ntral core" of the pericope is not by aR:Y
means certam. An lmposmg array of authors conslders that Mk;i ~
19b-2o is not original, being an addition to the basic saying,addediK
order to justify the fasting practice of the early Church. Dibelius, for
instance, considers that this part of the saying as we have it cannot!?,?
original. First of all, on grounds of style, the idea of the bridegroom's
being separated from his friends doesn't fit into the joyous picture given
by the first part of the saying; and secondly the basing of a ChristiaR:.
fast on a passion saying could only come from representatives of this
practice. While he maintains that a verbal reconstruction of Jesus'
answer is impossible, he considers that the meaning is quite clear;
Jesus points out the difference between his disciples and those of t~'?
Baptist: there can be no question of his disciples fasting, as the kingdo nt
has arrived for them already, while it hasn't come for those of the
Baptist's circle. The second half of the saying arose from the need9.~
the preacher to justify the Christian practice of fasting when toldo:~
Jesus' own rejection of the practice. This he did with ancient uu"
scrupulousness by putting the saying in the mouth ofJesus himsel£l
B.T.D. Smith considers that the proverbs and aphorisms in whic~
a general rule is stated in the form of particular instances or applications;
of that rule are naturally the simplest in structure. He regards this
text as an example of the mashal in what is probably its most primiti~$l
form-"Can the sons of the bridechamber fast while the bridegroom'!
is with them," Authenticity cannot be claimed for the text in its
present form, for this would presuppose the conception of Christ~s l
the heavenly bridegroom, and the fasts of the Christian Church. A11.~i
he adds that ifMk. 2, 19b be deleted, we are left with a mashal to which;
no objection can be taken on critical grounds. 2 Taking the same
viewpoint even further, Dodd a considers that "the great merit8~~
Julicher in his work Die Gleichnisreden Jesu was that he applieda'j
thoroughgoing criticism to this method (of allegorical interpretation):
and showed, not that allegorical interpretation is in this or that c~s~~
overdone or fanciful, but that the parables in general do not adntiRi
of that method at all, and that the attempts of the evangelists themselves ;
."
to apply it rest on a misunderstanding".
In other words a great many, we might even say the majoritY,9l j
authors is uneasy with the second part of the pronouncement witn:~
which we are concerned. It brings in a preoccupation with fastin~
which it is felt can only be explained in terms of the concern of thy;
1
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t~arly Christian community with the practice; it also involves an
!~pegorisation of the bridegroom concept, which it is felt cannot

'26me from Jesus himself, but can only spring from the later community.
I9a, which fits very well into
the category of primitive sayings after the fashion of the mashal or
iproverb. And since v. I9b is closely connected to v. 20 by the allegory
'\,vhich runs through them both, it would appear that v. I9b also is an
iaddition. Further, the allusion to the passion in vv. I9b-20, which is
,iIDmistakeable when these verses are taken allegorically, would seem
tb stand too early in the gospel: it is best explained as a vaticinium
ex eventu added by the early Church. Finally, the words "in that day"
seem to be a reference to Christian fasting as practised in the post.lResurrection community, for the Pascha, an annual commemoration
pf the Resurrection with a fast immediately preceding, was probably
~lready in use in the Christian community when Mark wrote.
1J.>robably the earliest usage, it is argued, was of a one-day fast, which
texplains the saying in Mark.
On the other hand, o. Cullmann 1 considers that the second part
(bf our saying is authentic, and is in fact evidence which shows that Jesus
(lid not consider that his death was to coincide with the fulfilment of
A
,the reign of God, but that he foresaw an interval, whether long or

\¥. 20 seems contrary to the spirit of v.

.•·.l~•.h.• •. .• .ort, the time for building up the Church.
e/; A solution of this question will emerge in the course of this article.

WJ3ut first of all we must deal with two preliminary questions. The
,~~st of these concerns the nature of the occasion, according to the
~-l"1arkan text as it now stands, on which the encounter described is
t\~~id to have taken place. According to v. ISa the occasion is one on
~hich the disciples of John and those of the Pharisees were fasting. It
r~s of some importance whether esal1 nesteuontes refers to an official fast
iC~~y or only to a voluntary, private fast undertaken by these two groups
,pE people. For our interpretation of this involves also the precise
~~aning of the two uses of nestetlo14sin in v. Isb. Do these mean "they
:,~.t;e not fasting now" or "they do not fast" -as a matter of principle?
,in- the esan nesteuontes of v. I Sa and the first use of nesteuousin of v. I sb
I~e taken as meaning a voluntary, private fast, then so also will the
,;~.<fcond usage of nestetlousin in the question, and this in turn will modify
~~ur approach to the meaning of me dunantai nesteuein of V.I9. For if the
~Fcasion in question is that of a fast day for the whole people, Jesus'
~E~jection of fasting on such an occasion would clearly involve a
!;rpjection of the practice in principle, as inconsistent with his presence
;;~tiiong them. However, if there is question only of a fast being kept
1
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by some groups independently of the general fasting laws, then\Qis~
reply at least remains open to another interpretation-it couldR0~
example be taken as an argumentum ad hominem, which contraststh~
joy of his disciples with that of the members of the other two grotlI>~::'
It seems clear to us that this is not seen by Mark as an occasiong~
which the whole people is expected to fast. The singling out ofth~
Pharisees and John's disciples seems to indicate that we are here dealing,
with a reflection of a custom followed by certain pious Pharisees~:~
fasting on Monday and Thursday as a special act of piety (cf. LUke;
r8,12; Didache 8,r). The whole atmosphere here seems to be thatof
people asking Jesus why his disciples do not "do something extra" ~
as do other pious people. Luke's addition-he doesn't say merely "fas~j:'li\
but "fast often and offer prayers"-shows that he so understood the'
texU As Bonnard puts it, it is more likely that Jesus and the disciples:
fast, though not to the extent of the rigourist fasters of the tim~j,~
There is furthermore the text of Matthew 6,r6££, where the usage 6£
fasting is taken quite for granted by Jesus as an exercise of piety. If it
had been totally rejected by Jesus in his lifetime for his disciples'~9,
such an extent that he would not allow them to join in the offic~,~M
fast days, such an instruction as that of Mt 6, r 6££, would scarcely have'
been transmitted within the gospel tradition. We feel quite cert~JI).·
therefore that the occasion of the controversy as described by Mark ~~
our text can only have been one of a voluntary fast of certain groups, '
which the disciples of Jesus are not keeping. This being so, whatever
the sense of v. r9, we are not compelled by the meaning of v. 18 I9~
take it as an assertion that the disciples of Jesus can never fast wQi!~j
he is with them.
« ~
We may now ask the question, what is the original reference oftge
introductory verse in Mark? Can we decide whether the reference~9,j
the disciples ofJohn is original to the narrative, or that to the discipleS'
of the Pharisees, or both?
The inclusion of a reference to the disciples of John in this plas~ ~
seems at first sight to be uncalled for. As we have pointed out above, our'
pericope forms part of a general context of conflict stories. Now in all
the other stories in this general section, we find that it is the Pharise~? ,
or the scribes or the peculiar "scribes of the Pharisees" who object~,~ :
the actions of Jesus and his followers, and in the conclusion of tne whole section it is the Pharisees who conspire with the Herodians to
get rid of Jesus. Why then are the disciples of John brought in withi
the Pharisees in this text?
1
2
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We may first of all admit that there seems to be no question for
~ark of these two groups themselves coming and asking the question.

irchousin kai legousin are best explained as impersonal plurals, "the
question is asked"1 a Markan idiom which is missed by both Matthew
;~f1d Luke. Our query here is only as regards the degree of originality

Rf the reference to them as found in the text. Have we any real basis
Kpr saying that the reference to both groups goes back to a question
§tiginally put to Jesus, or is it more likely that one or both have been
~#serted by the tradition or the redactor to serve their own purposes?
yit,.s we have already pointed out, it is not unlikely that in the peripheral
!~arts of the pronouncement story there will be a good deal of variation.
On balance it seems to us that the reference to the disciples of John
is more likely to have constituted the original form of the question
~sit was put to Jesus. If it were merely a matter of the tradition or the
%edactor having to compose a setting for the pronouncement story,
ttseems likely that they would have been content with the Pharisees
(81: the scribes, without bringing in another, and an unusual group.
Xfhowever the story in its primitive form already contained a reference
~() the disciple of John, it would be surprising if this had not been
;~etained, while the addition of the Pharisees can easily be understood
i~S< an attempt to make the series of pronouncement stories homog~neous2. For the series is concerned with the mounting opposition of
;~~e ruling circles to Jesus, and the mention of the disciples ofJohn strikes
0fjarring note within this pattern. As Dibelius puts it, it would appear
0~at the Pharisees were brought in to make the text fit more easily
igto the anti-hierarchical section of which it forms part.
Another indication that the reference to the Pharisees is not original
;.~~to be found in the presence of the verses 21-22. Dibelius suggests a
~l1at the two likenesses found in these two verses did not originally
~elong in this place, as they deal with the danger which the coming
9~the new brings to the old, a sense which is foreign to the pattern
~~. the pericope. Similarly, Taylor argues that they probably had a
;~Gior independent existence, since they form a unit in themselves, and
0~~cause the principle inplicit in them is more radical than a question
;~1Jout a pious custom would warrant 4 • This argument appears to us
~.ssentially sound. But the question still remains as to when these two
~~erses came to be part of the pericope as we have it. In other words,
~Fe they due to Mark, or to a prior author who bound together the
S.(mffict stories prior to the formation of Mark's gospel as we have it?
1
2
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It appears to us that there are two possible explanations OrtHi~
presence of these verses in this place: Either they have been brou '
in to counteract the preceding verse, which apparently surrender
a degree to the challenge of the opponents of Jesus, or their origi
place is after v. 19, in which case their sense would blend admirabl~
with that of v. 19, and of the whole pericope, and v. 20 is a lat~~
insertion. Or the whole pericope as we now have it has come d0v.t~
unbroken from the earliest tradition. This latter does not seem t0t.t~
at all likely. ,!~ey are self con~ained to a degr~e, and it is very likel~:
that they ongmally had an mdependent eXIstence. On · balancecc !~
seems more likely that these verses owe their place here to Mat~O
rather than to the compiler of the pre-Markan conflict series. The~.~·
verses are out of character in such a series, which is essentially oneq~
actions, reported at some length, and refuted briefly. The breakirlg;
of this series by a pair of proverb-like sayings is more likely in the ca$~.
of Mark, who was writing a gospel which involved not merely a serig~
of accusations to be refuted, but also and much more so, the dem0ll.D
stration that such conflicts arose from an opposition which lay mu()~
deeper in the very nature of the new reality brought by and personifi8~r
in Jesus, and that represented by and personified in his adversari~~!j
The evangelist would be more likely to have added these verses, aslj.~~
would probably have seen them as the expression of the underlyirigli
principles involved in the gospel he was writing.
wle·l
Having come to this conclusion, it seems much more likely that t~~j
reference to the Pharisees in v. 18 is more likely to be due to Ma~~
than to a source prior to him. For it acts as a parallel to the geneft~~
principle stated in vv. 21-22. The Pharisees would leap much mo~~
readily to mind than would the disciple of John in any discussion~~.
the relationship of the new and the old in the context of the Christi~~
gospel. If the reference to John's disciples is original, as we ha¥~
concluded, the extra reference to another group can be much mo~~l
easily understood if we take it that it is appended as a parallel to tlj.~l
closing verses of the pericope.
.;~
It is our view therefore that both the reference to the Pharisees ~
v. 18 and the sayings of vv. 21-22 have been added by Mark, the formgl
being a purely redactional touch, and the latter having previousl~
existed in a separate tradition, and being inserted here by the evangeli~.~
as a means of bringing out the meaning which lay behind t~~
incidents rof the tradition he was using. To this extent at least we hay~~
come closer to finding the original core of the narrative. We no~
have to consider in greater detail the place of Mark 2,I9b-2o in t~~~
pencope. We have already pointed out that it is by far the mos~~
88
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common view that these verses are a vaticinium ex eventn added to
!phe text by the post-Resurrection community when the practice of
'fasting had been adopted by it.
Recently H. J. Ebeling 1 has put forward the view that neither the
ipterpretation of Mark 2,18-22 which sees in it as it stands a witness
'to a real event in the life of Jesus, nor that of essentially Wellhausian
fesearch that it constitutes the community's attempt to justify itself
for fasting whereas Jesus did not is satisfactory. As regards the interpretation of the text as the community's self-justification, Ebeling
Sonsiders the most likely historical probability to be that Jesus in fact
fasted. Hence there would be no need for the community to justify
~tself for reversing the attitude held by Jesus. He further argues that
the community itself did not fast, since the justification of the disciples
which we have in the text implies and includes a justification of the
_fommunity, for not fasting. In addition he argues that the addition
bf vv. 21-22 shows that the community did not fast, for otherwise
~heir affirmation of the incompatibility of the old and the new would
be senseless.
On the other hand, according to Ebeling, the text cannot be a witness
fO a real occasion in the life of Jesus. For the interpretation of the
imention of the bridegroom as a revelation of the death of Jesus is
,contrary to the Markan emphasis on the Messianic secret; and to
~ccept this identification of the bridegroom with Jesus is to deny
_the radicalism of Jesus' answer. For Jesus doesn't merely attack the
_legalism involved in the fasting custom, but the whole of the old
order. Fasting here is not an expression of penance and worship, but
?f the misery of separation from the Messiah, and is seen as a practice
!Which only belongs in a time of such separation.
He goes on to give his own view. Arguing that W ellhausen' s
;"qictum that "tradition material is also community material" has not
({heen sufficiently taken into account in the interpretation of this pericope.
': He quotes Bultmann-"the community had broken with the old
_,f ustoms, and was defending its position against its opponents by
appealing to an utterance of Jesus", and goes on to affirm that the
-Rnly satisfactory interpretation of the text sees in it, as do Wellhausen
_ and his followers, a community creation, but one resting on and
;arising out of a different situation than that postulated by the form
fritics. It is the creation of a community which knows itself to be.in
the presence of the Lord, and which therefore cannot fast, but which
_expects a future time of separation from the Lord-the time of the
last woes. In support of this he argues that the expressions "days will
1
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come" and "in that day" are teclmical terms of eschatology,afial
quotes a phrase from the Testament of the XII Patriarchs: aristatai h'M
kurios kai kurieusei ho beliar-as supporting the reference of the te~t:
to the end time, when God will hand over power to the deni~~~
forces.
../1;;
This does not appear a very satisfactory solution, however.~.i
Schaefer1 points out, the New Testament generally excludes i ~~.
abandonment of the Church by Christ at the end time-cf. Mt. 13,~~
par., Rom. 8,35-39, John 14,18-21. Further this conception of the~
absence of the Messiah at the time of the Messianic woes is not fouricll
anywhere in late Judaism, and certainly not in primitive ChristianitY~~
And the passage quoted from Test. XII Patr. does not deal with the~
eschatological absence of the kurios or pneuma, but with the conse":,~
quences of sin in the life of the individual a• Also, it cannotb~j
maintained that the early community did not fast. Certainlyt~~l
evidence for fasting in the New Testament is not as extensive as);:
contemporary Judaism, but it is present, Ac. 13,2-3 has a pass~~.
reference to the practice, and for that very reason is a very str?B:~l
indication that fasting was taken for granted together with commu~~0
worship. Ac. 14,23 makes the same point. Ebeling's attempt, howev~~
praiseworthy it may be for coming to grips with and admitting th.~
difficulties of the text, in the end helps us little in the interpretatioijl
~~

~

A more likely solution to the problems presented by the text is thl~
of Schaefer. 4 Commencing with a review of the earliest post-~~~~
Testament references to fasting, he argues that in the beginningt~~
Christian writers did not use our text as a justification for Chrisfi~B:j
fasting. He points out that the earliest ·known Christian fasts were >?~ :
Wednesday and Friday; if they had been based on our textas. »~
reference to the passion, he considers that a fast on one day of the weelti
only, and that a Friday, would have been more likely to arise; orifJ
two days had been decided on, Friday and Saturday would have be~l').;
the obvious ones. But Saturday fasting was only accepted in 3rjll
century Rome, and even then was much opposed. Fasting first ofa
appears as a continuation of the Jewish Monday and Thursday fa
though on different days to make the necessary distinction cl
According to Tertullian, the breaking of the Station fast is justi
by the prayer of Peter and John at the same hour (Ac. 3,1), not b
I\:. Schaefet , " . . . und dann werden sie fasten, am jenem Tage" in SYllopti
Studien (Festschrift Wikenhauser).
2lcf. W. G. Kummei, Promise and Flliji/lIlellt, p. 76.
a. Kummel, op cit., p. 76, n. 189.
\ art. cit.
1
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~~£erence to the passion. Tertullian adds the latter justification, but
~~kes

it clear that this is his own, and not the traditional justification.
r\li Schaefer furthermore considers that the reference to the bridegroom
;w-ust be taken as allegorical throughout the passage. He argues that
~djJairesthai has not got the sense of a violent death, that in fact it merely
f~xpresses the opposite of met' auton einai of 2,I9, and that if Mark had
;~derstood it as a passion' saying he would have placed it after 8,27,
l\yhere the teaching on the passion begins. The usage hotan aparthe
,.~tself does not refer to the foregoing hemerai, 'but since in Koine there
is the possibility of the relative use of times, the aorist subjunctive
(~ere has the meaning of a futurum exactum, i.e., there is question of
. the time after the removal of the bridegroom.
11:;, Most of the problems raised by the form critics disappear. The saying
C.•~S it stands is original, the reference to the bridegroom is merely
tm.etaphorical, and allegory begins only in 2,20. There is no reference to
r ~violent death nor is there a passion prophecy. Nesteuein must be
taken to mean not so much a penitential fasting practice in memory
;/8f the Lord's death, as expressive of sadness only, in contrast to the
;jpy which prevails in the presence of the bridegroom. In other words
~\\7e have here a likeness from everyday life, whose underlying idea is
~!~hat it is not eating or drinking which matters, but the presence or
"a],sence of the ' bridegroom. The answer therefore abstracts altogether
: tRom the question of fasting.
,.. 0, This explanation is an attractive one, but as it stands it seems to us
:t() do less than justice to the text. We agree entirely that hotan aparthe
!~~n only refer to the time after the departure of the bridegroom, and
~gt to the actual day of his departure and there is no explicit reference
~t() the passion. But it seems certain that at least an implicit reference to
; tPe death of Jesus cannot be excluded from the text. 1
- .\What is to be said of Schaefer's attribution of a metaphorical
~jllteaning
to l1esteuein in v. , 20, and his solution thereby of all the
I
~Hiculties of the text? One is reluctant to accept that a word which
i~ its usage elsewhere in the New Testament, and in the preceding
~iYerse of this particular text, clearly means fasting in its normal sense,
, ~~n be taken in this one place to have a merely metaphorical meaning
~·~merely because to do so is to find that certain difficulties ofinterpretation
1,;.gisappear. If we are to retain objectivity in our approach, should we .
: not attribute the same meaning to the word each time it appears 1
~

~:, ,,':

Jeremias, The parables afJesus, p. 155 n. I "Certain passages are stylised ex eventu.
But on the other hand one can say with great historical probability that Jesus
expected violent death".
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Yet Schaefer undoubtedly has much on his side. If nesteueil1 ca
taken in a broader sense here the difficulties of the text practit,
disappear. V.20 need not be taken as amounting to a capitulation to
the original challenge, something that does not fit in well with the
form of the ~on~ct story. "When t~e bridegroom, is taken away{~
can be taken m lts full sense as referrmg to Jesus hlmself at least '.~)
v. 20 1 • Finally the passage could then fit in very well with the collflic~1
story series, in that it uses an occasion given by adversaries' question;
or behaviour to show that Jesus has brought something radically new
into the world. 2
.. ~
Is there any objective justification for attributing a metaphoric::~!j
sense to nesteueil1 here? It seems clear to us that the whole argume~~;
stands or falls by this one point. And in the sense of a radical hard and
fast distinction between a literal use of the word in v. I8 and a meta.. :1
phorical use in v. I9, there is not. But the question may be approached
somewhat differently. While l1esteuein may not be taken in an entirs~~:
different sense in vv. I9-20 merely to solve the problems to whi~.~l
it gives rise when taken literally, an alternative possibility is available;'
For there is question here of variant translations of a basic Aramaic',
word, it'nei, which means both to be sad (c£ Tg. IKg. 2,26) and to'
fast (c£ Tg. Sach. 7,5). 3
/::,.~
Given this Aramaic background, there is no question of bringi~~,j
in an unfamiliar and totally different meaning of a word just because1
it suits our context. The same Aramaic concept is translated by both
penthein and l1esteuein; whichever one of them is used in a particulaI
context will at least implicitly include in its range of meaning th~~l
which is expressed explicitly by the other. The particular aspect oft~~~
range of meanings possessed by a word which is uppermost is,]
determined by the context. Tone of voice and expression alsO"
contribute in the case of the spoken word; however, in a purely literary:
situation we can only judge by the context. If the context of tl¥~1
particular text indicates that in vv. I9-20 it is most satisfactory, a~~i:
solves most problems to see as uppermost in the word nesteuein 'a ~
meaning which is normally outweighed by another, related meanirtg,!
there is every justification for accepting that meaning as that of the
text.
That this is so is supported by the parallel text in Matthew 9,t~~!J
where he changes l1esteuei11 to penthein in one instance, yet leaves:
<

cf. Kummel, op. cit., p. 57" •.. Jesus is here making an affirmation about himself
in terms which veil his meaning, and which perhaps first grew out of the picture "
of the Messianic marriage feast,"
.
2 Schaefer, art. cit.
S Jeremias, in Theologisches WorterbHch ZIIIII N. T., IV, I096 11. 41.
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nf~steuein unchanged where it appears both before and after. This
2~,~a. very strong indication that all through he was thinking of the text
t~ terms

of the aspect expressed by penthein, for otherwise he could

;~8arcely slip so easily into the use of the word.

Once we accept this, we have no serious difficulty in accepting
:.tHe whole of the text as authentic.
·i.; The second part does not now amount to a contradiction of the first
'ill that it does not represent a concession to the adversaries which
.Yv. 18-19 and the conflict story form would appear to exclude. "When
lfhe bridegroom is taken away" can be taken to mean the time after the
'Reath and resurrection without involving us in saying that Jesus
gOmmands his followers to fast after his death, something considered
qy many commentators, and not without reason, as most unlikely;
i It does not, it seems to us, solve the problem raised by the apparent
'passion prophecy contained in the text, but it points the way to a
~olution. Many commentators, especially Bultmann and those of his
'~chool, consider that there is here in v. 20 an explicit prophecy of
the passion; that such a prophecy could not have come from Jesus
himself, and that it is therefore a prophecy ex eventu, to justify post
cfactum a practice of fasting in the Christian community. Now as
:;~beling points out, the early Church did not justify its fasting by
reference to this text, and so it would appear unlikely that it was
&
invented with this purpose in mind. If we take it that the primary
ri eference of the text is not to fasting as ' an exercise at all, but to the
' ,sadness which will undoubtedly follow the removal of the bridegroom,
,there seems no reason at all why the community should invent such
;~saying. It seems far more reasonable to see in the text, not an explicit
j!passion prophecy (ex eventu or not at all), but a legitimate extension
j'bf the bridegroom metaphor to imply sadness in a time when the
pridegroom is taken away, in order all the more to emphasise the joy
:9f his presence.
l~W There is no need to press the matter and to insist that Jesus here is
llsing the bridegroom concept as an allegorical term for himsel£ We
'~lnay agree with Jeremias 1 that "the allegory of the bridegroom for
' the Messiah is foreign to the Old Testament and late Judaism. The
hearers of Jesus could only with difficulty apply the term bridegroom
to the Messiah." But here we are dealing with the use by Jesus of a
.!festive image. The image of Marriage and the marriage feast already
,had a clear religious sense in Judaism. Everything good that God can
give his people is put together in the wedding image. Thjs is a joyful
itime, because the fulfilment, the Messiah is here. This remains true
1

Parables, p. 39.
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even if the bridegroom concept itself is not an allegorical expression.;
for the Messiah1.
J":~
TIns also solves for us the problem of the disaccord with the pl~~
of Mark's gospel wlUch a passion prophecy in this place would invol\1'~1
It is not in fact a passion prophecy, but an extension of the wedditi~i
metaphor to bring to minp. the sadness involved in the absence\~~
the bridegroom; a consciousness of the death which lies ahe~~
undoubtedly lies belUnd it, but not a prophecy.2
\i l wl
Once we grant that nesteuein in ·v. 19b-20 has a meaning which;
emphasises the idea of sadness more than a practice of fasting, th~l
difficulty brought about by the apparent concession to his adversaries by]
Jesus in these verses disappears. TlUs is a very real difficulty, and demands>
explanation. As was pointed out earlier, this text comes as part o(a'l
series of conflict stories and a priori at least will be expected to sh~5~J
the form of these stories. Now the conflict story form builds up t9 /~;i
climax which consists in the discomfiture of the adversary; att~::
suggestion of compromise with them would involve a change in t~~
form and would suggest a later development in the text. But if'Y~
take nesteuein in tlUs sense there will be no suggestion of a concessio~
or a capitulation to the adversaries. Jesus merely points out the sadnessJ
wlUch can be expected to arise when he has gone, as a means .<ill
emphasising the joy of lUs presence.
,~
Furthermore, no difficulty remains with regard to vv. 21-22. These:
verses affirm the contrast between the old order and the new, and woul<ll
seem out of place and difficult to understand if v. 20 is taken to 11!ea~l
a concession to the question asked by the adversaries in v. I 8. ]~,~
structural difficulty would remain even if vv. 19b-2o were regarded~~j~
community addition. But when vv. 19b-20 are taken as a refere~~.~;
to the sadness involved in the absence of Jesus, as a means of und9r:~
lining the joy effected by his presence, vv. 21-22 can be readilyl
understood as emphasising this new state of affairs wlUch Jesus ha~
brought about.
'!i
We have therefore no difficulty now in delineating the "centr\\l~
core" of the text. It covers the whole of vv. 19~20, and the effortsq~
the form critics to find a credible point of division between t~~
"original saying" and the Church's expansion of it, are unnecessa~y~
Gnilka, pie Verstock,mg Israels p. 72, mentions that while "bridegroom" is not fo~~••
as a term for the Messiah in late Judaism, the days of the Messiah are compared , ~g~
a w edding feast in Rabbinic writings.
iMJ~
2 J. M. Robinson, A New Quest of the Historical Jesus, p. 22, notes with justice th~l
"between the false alternatives of 'just general truths' or 'explicit claims to Messiani~)
titles', there lies in Jesus' ministry a whole area of eschatological action accompanie~~
by theological commentary ... " .
-"
1
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From what we have said it will be clear that the purpose of this
f~~.x:t is not to give a basic pronouncement about fasting, whether for
.f~tagainst. Rather, Jesus uses the occasion provided by his adversaries'

~'9.pe~tion t~ make a pronounceI?ent concerning th~ nat~re of t~e ne:w

:~~ahty which he has brought

111tO the world. It IS a tIme of JOY, 111
s,',Vhich those who are immediately concerned and involved cannot
~'ast; it will be time enough for them to be sad when he is no longer
W
With them. This of course is not to say that Jesus either condemned
~,rasting or prescribed it for the time after his death-he accepted it as
f ~9mething which was done, and left the way open for his followers
it() use it when occasion demanded.
J. O'HARA

,· Upholland
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